FBA New Selection programme
By participating in Fulfilment by Amazon (FBA) New Selection, you can qualify to get free
monthly storage and free removals for all eligible, new-to-FBA parent ASINs.
To participate, you must enrol in the programme. After you enrol, we will determine
whether you qualify for the fee waivers based on the eligibility criteria below.
By participating in FBA New Selection, you agree to the terms and conditions below.
Important: Enrol now
After enrolment, you will have access to the FBA New Selection dashboard, which helps
show your engagement with the programme.

Programme details
•

•

•

Limited to new-to-FBA parent ASINs: Once you enrol in the programme, you can use
the fee waiver benefits for an unlimited number of new-to-FBA parent ASINs that you
create.
Free monthly storage and free removals for standard-size ASINs: No monthly
storage fees for the first 30 units of each new parent ASIN for 90 days after the first
unit is received at a fulfilment centre. You can remove any of those first 30 units within
180 days after the first inventory-received date, with no removal fees.
Free monthly storage and free removals for oversize ASINs: No monthly storage fees
for the first 30 units of each new parent ASIN for 90 days after the first unit is received
at a fulfilment centre. You can remove any of those first 30 units within 180 days after
the first inventory-received date, with no removal fees.

Seller eligibility
Professional sellers are eligible to receive programme benefits. You must enrol in the
programme before an ASIN’s first inventory-received date at a fulfilment centre for the
ASIN to qualify for the programme’s benefits

ASIN eligibility
Standard-size and oversize items are eligible for the programme.

Parent ASINs must be new to FBA.
ASINs in Media categories and used items are not eligible. Media categories are Books,
DVDs, Music, Software & Computer/Video Games, Video, Video Game Consoles and Video
Game Accessories.
Tip: Use our product search tool to see if your ASIN is new to FBA across Amazon’s
Singapore store.
For more details, refer to the Programme terms and conditions section below.

Frequently asked questions
Am I limited to sending 30 or fewer units to fulfilment centres?
No, you can send in as many units as you like. However, only the first 30 units of each
eligible ASIN that are received at fulfilment centres will qualify for the fee waivers.

Programme terms and conditions
The following terms and conditions govern your participation in the FBA New Selection
Programme (the ‘Programme’).
1. The Programme started on August 31, 2020.
2. Only Professional Sellers are eligible for the Programme. Your participation in the
Programme is subject to Amazon’s approval.
3. ‘Eligible ASIN’ means one of the ASINs you create for FBA after you are enrolled in the
Programme that is:

a. A parent ASIN new to FBA;
b. Not a Media or used item;
c. Standard-size or oversize; and
d. Received at an Amazon fulfilment centre on or after April 1, 2021.
4. Oversize eligibility for FBA New Selection excludes:

a. ASINs that exceed 270 cm on the longest side; or
b. ASINs that exceed 419 cm on the longest side + 2x height + 2x width; or
c. ASINs that exceed a shipping weight of 69 kg.
5. Eligible ASINs exclude:
a. New child ASINs created under a parent ASIN that already exists on FBA;
b. New ASINs created by ‘bundling’ the same or different existing FBA ASINs; and
c. Media and used items.
6. Seller must be enrolled in the Programme before an ASIN’s first inventory-received
date at an Amazon fulfilment centre for the ASIN to qualify for monthly storage and
removal fee waivers.
7. For each Eligible standard-size ASIN, FBA will waive monthly storage fees for the first
30 units received at Amazon fulfilment centres for up to 90 days after the first
inventory-received date. Sellers can remove of any of those first 30 units within 180
days after the first inventory-received date, with no FBA removal fees.
8. For each Eligible oversize ASIN, FBA will waive monthly storage fees for the first 30
units received at Amazon fulfilment centres for up to 90 days after the first inventoryreceived date. Sellers can remove of any of those first 30 units within 180 days after
the first inventory-received date, with no FBA removal fees.
9. A parent ASIN and variations of it (child ASINs) are considered one ASIN for
determining the first 30 units of each eligible ASIN.
10. Amazon may change or cancel the Programme at any time by giving you 30 days’ prior
written notice. Participation in the Fulfilment by Amazon Programme is subject to the
FBA Service Terms and policies in the Amazon Services Business Solutions
Agreement (BSA). These Terms will terminate automatically upon any termination of
the BSA or the FBA Service Terms.

